The relaxation of the electron-hole plasma (Em) concentration have been studied by the method of optical transparency measuring (excite-probe) in a thin (-1 pm) layer of GaAs. The relaxation took place in a picosecond time i n t e n d under an intensive superluminescence. EHP was generated by E 14 ps light pulse at room temperature. The averaged EHP temperature and concentration arc T, = 400 K and n = p = 2.8 .IO" cm-'. The characteristics of the superluininescence have been studied in [I].
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It has been found that characteristic time 7, of relaxation of the EHP concentration increased at the extension of the diameter D of the active (generating the superluminescence) region of GaAs (see the figure) . SO The coherence of a laser is fundamentally limited by spontaneous emission into the laser mode. This spont,aneous emission noise leads to the SchawlowTownes linewidth, corrp sponding to the well-known result that on average there is one noise photon in the lasing mode. Surprisingly, the effect of the quantum noise in the lasing mode can be much larger than this one noise photon, when the resonator modes of the laser cavity become significantly nonorthogonal. This enhancement is generally seen as having K noise photons in the laser mode. So far, only the spotzal nonorthogonalit) of the resonator eigenmodes has hcen considered as a source of excess quantum noisr (transverse and longitudinal). We have recently shown [l] that the quantum linewidth of the laser can also be enhanced when the polanmiion Qigenmodes of the 1acr resonator are nonarthogonal. Theorrticallp, the enhancement due to nonorthagonal polarization modes can be described by a simple two. mode model. When we represent the polarization elgenmodes of the cavity by /el) and le?). the nonorthogonalitj 1s given by rhe overlap of the two modes, (e,la2).
111 the experiment we study the nom properties of the light from a miniature HeXe gas laser. The nonorthogonali1.v of the laser modes can be controlled by changing the polarization anisotropies in tht-cavity. We haw measured an enhancenient of the ?hue noise by more than a factor 60 (see Figure) . The theoretical model also prdicts i-er? intriguing behavior of the polarization noise and intensity noise. Currently we are mvestigating these experimentally. Preliminary results suggest a breakdmn of the simple pietuce uf exccss quantum noise; il can no longer be seen as having K noise photons in the laser mode. 
